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The Kabloona has meanwhile leant across the counter with
a smile:
'And that will make one fox in debt.'
What! In debt again! Tutiak is breathless with amazement,
(Wonderful, these native faces when they are acting.)   This
was something that he had not looked for. He stands stock-still,
gathers all his strength and wits.  With the rest watching him,
his prestige is at stake. The brave words are flung forth:
'Oo-van-ga watt-i-ago*   (I shall very soon . . .)
And with the help of his eloquent hands he embarks upon a
speech.  % when I come back5 — the hand pulls an imaginary
sled towards the Post — CI shall bring many foxes. The season
is here.  There will be many many foxes.5   (The hands sketch
rapidly scores of foxes in their traps.) Just now the moon . . .*
He is watching the white man's face and sees that the moon
does not take. Back he goes over his tracks. CI know all the fox-
holes in the region.  My traps . . .5  This seems to be working
well, and he goes all out, gestures and words flowing and tumb-
ling in a happy swift-moving music-hall turn that enchants his
audience and moves the actor to radiant smiles. He will be off
to the great lake where he has the longest trapline on the island.
By the time he reaches the lake the days will be longer, and the
moon . . . He veers off from the moon to remark that the foxes
are now on the move, goes back to the moon, entangles himself
in a long discussion of season, fox, and weather, half boastful
and half pathetic; then turns and observes that he is being far
too clever. The natives are listening, enraptured, but the Ka-
bloona has turned his back and is straightening the stock on
the shelves.  Obviously, there is nothing more to be got out of
him; but no matter. What we have got is now ours, and there
is no further need to play a part. Tutiak bends down, picks up
his treasures, and goes out, followed by the others.  You can
hear him talking loudly out of doors while the Post Manager,
with freezing fingers, is rapidly entering the transaction in his
books.
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